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OUTDOOR CLOCKS & THERMOMETERS

Mollington
Clock
20058 - 4 Per Case
Bright copper finished  
metal frame surrounds a  
crisp white dial with black  
Roman numerals on the  
clock. English numerals  
complete the thermometer
and hygrometer behind the 
glass lens. 15" diameter

Henley
Clock 
20053 - 4 Per Case 
Rust - look poly resin framed 
clock includes thermometer  
dials in Fahrenheit and Celsius. 
The cream face features black  
Roman numerals on the clock 
and English numerals on the  
thermometers behind the  
glass lens. 16" diameter

Conventry
Clock 
20051 - 4 Per Case 
Black poly resin frame and 
glass lens encompass a classic 
cream colored face with Roman 
Numerals. The thermometers 
feature English numerals in 
Fahrenheit and Celsius. 
16" diameter

Lincoln Thermometer
with Clock
20057 - 4 Per Case
A slate grey metal frame  
surrounds a full-sized  
thermometer with a built-in  
Roman numeral clock. The  
attractive cream face is  
covered with a glass lens.  
15" diameter

Stratford
Clock 
20056 - 4 Per Case
Antique rust finished  
metal framed clock includes 
temperature and humidity  
dials. Behind the glass lens,  
a soft cream face reads in  
Roman numerals on the  
clock and English numerals  
on the thermometer and  
hygrometer. 15" diameter

Evesham Clock & 
Thermometer
20054 - 4 Per Case
Stylish yet practical clock 
and thermometer in an 
antique rust-like casing. 
Held in a decorative bracket, 
it has the added advantage 
of swiveling 360 degrees. 
English numerals, glass 
lenses and metal frame.
15.25" x 7" x 4"

York
Clock
20052 - 4 Per Case
Wood - look poly resin framed 
clock includes thermometer 
and second hand. A Glass lens 
covers the parchment colored 
face that features Roman 
numerals on the clock and 
English numerals on the 
thermometer. 12" diameter

Doddleston
Clock
20061 - 4 Per Case
A contemporary twist on a 
classic look … this clock boasts a 
black frame and center dial with 
silver cut-out Roman numerals 
and classically shaped hands. 
Clear glass lenses on front and 
back complete this modern 
look. Built-in thermometer and 
hygrometer. 14.25" diameter
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